
 
 

 

 

Safety Compliance Procedures 

 

We are deep cleaning and preparing the interior of Snipe Academy to comply with health 

recommendations of social distancing, sanitization and safety measures. We will set up station 

centres for students to work individually and commit to the provincial recommendation of one person 

per 40 Sqft. Each player will have an area (approximately 700Sqft) assigned to them for each drill. 

Our stations will be one lane per student and there are dividers between each station. Maximum 4 

students per coach and per class. 

 

Sign in procedure and payment 

 

Drop off at the front door is ideal to limit the amount of people inside. If absolutely necessary, one 

parent max will be permitted NO SIBLINGS. With any outdoor lineups people must keep 6 feet apart, 

it is the same here. We prefer parents wait in the car, but one parent is allowed in while respecting 

social distancing. Students must bring gloves, skates and helmet and must be dressed in their 

workout attire, they will put on skates, gloves and helmet at their assigned dressing station, these will 

not be removed until the class is over.   Payment will only be made from account or email transfer 

before the class. 

 

Students are only permitted to bring a labelled water bottle for personal use.  Water will not be 

available.  

 

Shooting Stations 

 

Students will no longer be in large groups everyone will have their own space. We will only have 1 

player per 700sq ft lane. We have thought carefully about what training aides are needed in the space 

and reduced unnecessary items to optimize sanitization. Our coaches will move the equipment 

around to minimize risk of touching something.  Each student will have their own marked area to get 

dressed. 

 

Health check 

 

Families will answer questions during sign in to ensure each student is fit to participate. Parents must 

confirm their child is not experiencing any symptoms of Covid-19 including: fever, chills, cough, 

shortness of breath, sore throat or painful swallowing, runny nose, nasal congestion, loss of sense of 

smell, headache, muscle aches, fatigue, loss of appetite. If a player or any family member in the 

household is ill, do not come. There will be no penalty. If a coach observes signs of illness during 

a class in a player, parents will be contacted immediately to pick up and no credit or refund will be 

given. If a coach is feeling ill, we will cancel class with as much notice as possible and credit will be 

applied to any participating family account. 

 



 

 

Cleaning 

 

A minimum of hourly hand washing will be mandatory for all coaches. Players will only be allowed 

one class per day and are asked to wash their hands before and after they come and anytime needed 

at Snipe Academy. Parents are encouraged to stay in their car, but if needed we will have a specific 

area where they can sit and watch with social distance measures in place. This area will be sanitized 

after each use. If a parent must attend, only one parent is welcome. Floor space has been opened 

and floor traffic will be controlled by coaches and staff.  All equipment will be moved be coaches only.   

 

 

Behaviour 

 

Please talk to your player before they come about behaviour, listening and touching. 

Absolutely no touching will be permitted of other students, the coach, tools or things around the 

facility outside of their station. Players will be instructed before each lesson of this and to keep their 

hands to themselves. We will demonstrate the correct amount of space between students that must 

be adhered to. Failure to follow these rules will result in immediate parent pickup, no 

exceptions.  Immature behaviour will not be tolerated.    
 

 

 


